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YOUR RETIREMENT OUTLOOK
YOUR PERSONALIZED
RETIREMENT
INCOME ANALYSIS

Important: The projections or other information generated by the engine (which
produces Your Retirement Outlook®) regarding the likelihood of various investment
outcomes are hypothetical, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not
guarantees of future results. Results derived from the tool may vary with each use
and over time. Please see the end of this presentation for more information regarding the
criteria and methodology used, the engine’s limitations and key assumptions, and other
important information.
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HOW TO ADJUST YOUR
RETIREMENT INCOME GOAL
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Images are examples only and do not reflect the experience of any particular user
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MORE WAYS TO BRIGHTEN ®
YOUR RETIREMENT OUTLOOK

mages are examples only and do not reflect the experience of any particular user.

GET A COMPLETE PICTURE

Images are examples only and do not reflect the experience of any particular user.

The more information you provide in your profile, the more accurate Your Retirement Outlook
will be. You can add any additional retirement or savings accounts you may have. Or any
other sources of income you expect to have in retirement, like an inheritance.
As I mentioned earlier, these options are under the “Are You OnTrack” tab when you log in to
your account.

NEXT STEPS TO
OPTIMIZE YOUR PLAN
Visit transamerica.com/portal/home where you can do any
of the following:
• Consider increasing your contribution rate
• Learn more about your plan’s investment options

and services

• Review your beneficiary information

Account support: 800-755-5801

A LIFETIME OF FINANCIAL WELLNESS
You’ll have financial questions throughout your career.
No matter what's next on your radar, Transamerica can help.

DISCLOSURES

About Probability Illustrations, Limitations, and Key Assumptions
The probability illustrations generated from the engine are based on “Monte Carlo” simulations of 500 possible investment
scenarios for a given time period and assume a range of possible returns. The illustrations are generated according to
models developed by Morningstar Investment Management LLC, a leading independent provider of asset allocation,
manager selection, and portfolio construction. The Your Retirement Outlook® graphic reflects the difference between the
model’s estimated annual income (which corresponds to a 70% probability level of income in the investment scenarios
simulated) and your annual income goal.
When forecasting the probability of achieving your income goal, the model employs different returns for different asset
classes, based on Morningstar Investment Management’s capital market assumptions developed using historical and
forward-looking data. Forecasts of expected return, expected standard deviation and correlation among asset classes
based on Morningstar Investment Management LLC's proprietary equity, fixed income, currency and risk models. Current
assets are assigned to asset classes based on Morningstar Categories, and fees and charges inherent in investing are
incorporated with an average fee assumption for each asset class. The benchmarks used for modeling the various asset
classes are below. Return assumptions are updated annually; these updates may have a material impact on your
projections. Return assumptions are estimates not guarantees. The returns you experience may be materially different
than projections. You cannot invest directly in an index.

DISCLOSURES
About Probability Illustrations, Limitations, and Key Assumptions (continued)

DISCLOSURES
Unless you choose otherwise or your employer supplies different information, the probability illustrations assume retirement at the age
at which you qualify for full Social Security benefits and an annual retirement income goal of 80% of your projected final working
salary. Social Security estimates are based on the Social Security Administration methodology and your current salary. The
probability illustrations also assume a consistent contribution percentage and asset allocation (no future changes or rebalancing
unless you are subscribed to a managed account or a target date asset allocation service), annual inflation of approximately 2%, and
annual salary increases based on a calculation that incorporates multiple factors including a salary growth curve and inflation.
Mortality assumptions are based on the Society of Actuaries tables.
The engine utilizes models, algorithms and/or calculations (“models"). The models are subject to a number of limitations. Returns
associated with market extremes may occur more frequently than assumed in the models. Some asset classes have relatively limited
histories; for these classes the models use historical data for shorter time periods. The model does not consider other asset classes
such as hedge funds or private equity, which may have characteristics similar or superior to those used in the model. Capital market
assumptions are forecasts which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors which may cause the actual
results to differ materially and/or substantially from any future results, performance, or achievements expressed or implied by those
projections for any reason. Additionally, models have inherent risks. Models may incorrectly forecast future behavior or produce
unexpected results resulting in losses. The success of using models depends on numerous factors, including the validity, accuracy
and completeness of the model’s development, implementation and maintenance, the model’s assumptions, factors, algorithms and
methodologies, and the accuracy and reliability of the supplied historical or other data. If incorrect data is entered into even a wellfounded model, the resulting information will be incorrect. Investments selected with the use of models may perform differently than
expected as a result of the design of the model, inputs into the model, or other factors.
There is no guarantee that your income goal will be achieved or that the aggregate accumulated amount
will ensure a specified annual retirement income. Results may vary with each use and over time.
IMPORTANT: The projections or other information generated by the engine regarding the likelihood of various investment
outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results.
Moreover, even though the tool’s estimates are statistically sound based upon the simulations it runs, the tool cannot foresee or
account for every possible scenario that may negatively impact your financial situation. Thus you should monitor your account
regularly and base your investment decisions on your time horizon, risk tolerance, and personal financial situation, as well as on the
information in the prospectuses for investments you consider.

DISCLOSURES

Transamerica has licensed the Morningstar® Wealth Forecasting EngineSM from Morningstar, Inc., which is used by Morningstar
Investment Management LLC, a registered investment adviser and subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc, in the services it provides to
participants. Morningstar and Morningstar Investment Management are not affiliated with Transamerica. The Morningstar name
and logo are registered marks of Morningstar, Inc.
Securities offered through Transamerica Investors Securities Corporation (TISC), member FINRA, 440 Mamaroneck Avenue,
Harrison, NY 10528. Investment advisory services offered through Transamerica Retirement Advisors, LLC (TRA), registered
investment advisor. All Transamerica companies identified are affiliated, but are not affiliated with your employer.
This material was prepared for general distribution. It is being provided for informational purposes only and should not be viewed
as an investment recommendation. If you need advice regarding your particular investment needs, contact your financial
professional.
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